Knitpick | Random Installation, color 751
Knitpick, color 751 combined with DimityWit, color 751
Global Entry features hardwood species from across the world in a collection of contemporary colors and realistic wood textures. The commercial grade wear layer and M-Force™ Enhanced Urethane finish ensures product performance through the life of the installation.

**Antiek** hails from Scandinavia where wide, natural woods are regaled for their inherent beauty. Each plank is embossed with a wood texture that perfectly aligns with the grain pattern, a process called “Embossed in Register”, achieving the most realistic visual possible in a resilient tile. Colorways span from cool to warm, and specie designs are offered in rustic or clean grades of oak. Antiek planks are 9” wide and 48” long for a look that is authentic to European hardwoods, and a format that installs quickly across large areas.

**Morikato** takes inspiration from the Japanese word meaning “Forest”, offering a vast color line of timeless hardwood visuals like cutting edge charred wood, cerused grains and linear composite styles. The color palette builds on the distressed, reclaimed looks in both cool and warm tones, as well as provides sophisticated upgrades to classic maple, cherry and chestnut hardwood species. The 7” x 48” planks follow current format trends yet are neutral enough to satisfy a wide variety of projects and end use segments.

- Wide range of visuals to accommodate a variety of end use segments and design schemes
- Grain textures in Antiek perfectly align with pattern for the most realistic wood look possible
- M-Force™ Enhanced Urethane finish for superior wear and scratch resistance
- 20 mil wear layer performs under commercial traffic
- No-polish maintenance reduces costs associated with long-term cleaning
- FloorScore® certified
- QuickShip available
EcoFlex™ ICT is a premium vinyl modular backing system containing a minimum of 35% recycled content. With over 15 years in the marketplace, its ultra dense construction is engineered to offer superior performance while giving greater cushioning properties.

**PERFORMANCE**
- Unsurpassed dimensional stability – no growing or shrinking
- Constructed with an ultra dense five layer cushion backing system
- Main body of tile provides an effective moisture barrier (not applicable at the seams)
- Tiles are impervious to moisture damage from spills and water extraction cleaning
- Construction features superior tuft bind that is highly resistant to edge ravel
- Proven performance for over 15 years

**BUDGET**
- Superior construction offers reliability for the life of your installation

**SUSTAINABILITY**
- EcoFlex ICT contains 35% minimum pre-consumer recycled content by total weight*
- Recyclable through Mohawk’s ReCover program
- EcoFlex ICT may contribute to or comply with LEED® credits MR 4.0, IEO 4.3 and Innovation credit for NSF 140
- CRI Green Label Plus certified
- Free of EPA phthalates of concern

**SERVICE**
- Engineered performance for an overall better after sales service experience

* Recycled content claim third party verified by UL (Underwriters Laboratory)
ColorBeat

Solid, all loop textured tile available in 48 colors. Select colors also available as 12x36 plank. Install as a border, inset or accent tile.
Installation Instructions:

Monolithic  |  Monolithic Stepping  |  Half-Lap  |  Brick Ashlar  |  Random  |  Herringbone  |  BasketWeave  |  Plank Half-Lap

Mohawk Industries, Inc. warrants its adhesives for the life of the original installation only when a Mohawk Industries style (product) is installed. Mohawk’s floor preparation procedures must be followed to ensure that the substrate has been prepared properly. Failure to use Mohawk Industries adhesives or to follow Mohawk’s floor preparation procedures will void all lifetime adhesive warranties. Please contact your local Sales Representative for installation guidelines.

These patterns contain inherent characteristics which may result in pattern run off and/or pattern appearance variations at the seams or tile edges (darker or lighter pattern lines). These characteristics are inherent in the patterns and are not manufacturing defects. Consideration to these characteristics should be given when selecting an installation method.

Chair pads are recommended under office chairs with roller casters to preserve appearance retention, act as a deterrent toward delamination and to prevent premature or accelerated wear. Walk-off tiles from the Tuff Stuff II Collection are recommended at entryways to reduce soiling.

Mohawk Group is providing this architect folder for the purpose of promoting our commercial business. This folder and its samples shall remain the property of Mohawk Group. Color may vary from dye lot to dye lot. Substitution of material may be made due to improved technology, supply limitations or other factors. The performance of this product is not affected by such variations.

For current and complete specifications please visit www.mohawkgroup.com

For LVT spec information, visit our website at www.mohawkgroup.com